Chalkboard Heart Doorhanger
(Used Melon Mambo Textured Card Stock From
Spring Fever Simply Scrappin’ Kit - Occasions Mini)
Materials
Dimensions
Accessories/Tools/Etc.
Melon Mambo card stock
5-1/2" x 5-1/2"
Stamp Sets: Mixed Bunch;
Black card stock
5-1/2" x 5-1/2"
Bordering on Romance
Chalkboard (used Simple Sign Chalkboard 4-1/4" x 4-1/2"
Stamp Pads: Melon Mambo
from Decor Elements)
Punches: Blossom
White Waffle Paper (cut 3 strips)
1" x full width
Big Shot w/Heart Framelits &
Scraps: White Waffle Paper (for flower)
Scallop Edgelit
Black 5/8" Satin Ribbon
10"
Sticky Strip / Glue Dots
Baker’s Twine
16"
(1) Jelly Bean Sweet Shop Brad
(1) Piece of Chalk

Step-By-Step Directions
1.

Using large scallop heart from Heart Framelits, die cut 1 scalloped heart from Melon Mambo
card stock and 1 from black card stock. Using next heart size down, die cut heart from Decor
Elements Chalkboard.

2.

Using Scallop Edgelit, die cut one side of each of the three (3) 1" waffle paper pieces; then
stamp the flower border from Bordering on Romance along each piece. Sponge stamped edge
of all 3 waffle paper pieces.

3.

Attach sticky strip all along back edge of Melon Mambo scalloped heart. Peel off orange
protective coating and evenly scrunch each of the 3 pieces of waffle paper around the heart
making sure that the stamped, scalloped edge is extending as the outside border of the heart.

4.

Place 2 small pieces of sticky strip at the top of the heart (one on each side); peel off orange
protective coating, and attach black satin ribbon forming a loop for hanging. Attach black
scalloped heart to back. Add Chalkboard heart centered to front of Melon Mambo scalloped
heart.

5.

Flower: Punch out 7 to 8 flowers using Blossom punch. (Tip: For easier punching, fold a piece
of waffle paper in half and wiggle into punch. Not only does it punch 2 flowers at a time, but it
also makes it easier to get paper into the punch.) Stamp flower from Mixed Bunch stamp set
onto each flower. They may not line up exactly but it doesn’t matter too much. Just keep the
best one that comes out for the top of your flower. Pile all of the flowers on top of each other
and push a Jelly Bean Sweet Shop brad through them all. Attach to front top left of heart.

6. Write your message on the chalkboard with a piece of chalk. Tie a piece of Baker’s Twine loosely
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to left side of black satin ribbon and tie the piece of chalk on it.
PRODUCT
Melon Mambo card stock
Basic Black card stock
Chalkboard (used Simple Sign
Chalkboard from Décor Elements
White Waffle Paper
Black 5/8” Satin Ribbon
Baker’s Twine
Mixed Bunch Stamp Set (clear)
or (wood)
Bordering on Romance Stamp Set
(clear)
or (wood)
Blossom Punch
Scallop Edgelit
Jelly Bean Sweet Shop Brad
Sticky Strip
Mini Glue Dots
Snail Adhesive
Or REFILL

ITEM #
#115320
#121045
#118246

PRICE
$6.95
$6.95
$15.95

PAGE
p 195
p 180
p 230

#125591
#117285
#125573
#125537
#125535
#125482

$4.95
$8.95
$2.95
$21.95
$27.95
$21.95

Mini p 28
p 195
Mini p 35
Mini p 17
Mini p 17
Mini p 11

#125480
#125603
#125595
#125587
#104294
#103683
#104332
#104331

$27.95
$16.95
$9.95
$4.95
$6.95
$4.95
$6.95
$4.50

Mini p 11
Mini p 17
Mini p 11
Mini p 35
p 206
p 206
p 206
p 206
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design work, is ©StampAcademy. Our designs and projects are for personal inspiration only and may not be
copied for the purpose of publication, contest submissions, blog entry or profit. You may use these projects for
an in-person class but you cannot share the tutorials in a digital format or sell them online. The directions
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adhering to our copyright guidelines! Enjoy your projects!
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